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Sourcebooks, Inc, United States, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Dylan Anders is making amends. After hitting rock bottom, he s got something to prove and
this time, there s no looking back. Unfortunately, looking forward has him trying to volunteer for a
literacy campaign where he has to win the approval of the one woman who seems unaffected by
his charm. He never expected it to be easy, but he certainly never expected to have to work quite so
hard to win one woman s approval. Ambitious Paige Walters is ecstatic when she s hired to recruit
musicians for a literacy campaign--it s her chance to prove she s got the chops to make it in the
family business. When Dylan steps in, she immediately dislikes him and vows not to let the fallen idol
screw it up. But as the work brings Paige and Dylan closer together, their attraction grows.and so
do their challenges. Shaughnessy Brothers: Band on the Run series One More Kiss (Book 1) One
More Promise (Book 2) One More Moment (Book 3) What People Are Saying about Samantha Chase:
Classic, thoughtful, and sometimes as lyrical as the stars. --Kirkus for...
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Reviews
Completely among the best ebook I actually have possibly read. It can be rally fascinating throgh reading through period of time. I am very easily can get a
pleasure of studying a written ebook.
-- Mr . Antone Rog a hn Sr .
This pdf will not be straightforward to get started on studying but really exciting to read. it absolutely was writtern really perfectly and useful. I am just very
happy to tell you that this is basically the finest publication i actually have study during my personal daily life and may be he finest ebook for ever.
-- Miss La vonne Gr a dy II
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